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Coexistence of coherent and incoherent tunneling in 
asymmetric double-well potentials 
N. Carjana, M. Grigorescuaib and D. Strottmad 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Double-well potentials are widely used to model phenomena in physics and 
chemistry. The system is assumed to be formed in a metastable state, its dynamical 
evolution providing the clues for the interpretation of the experimental data. Quantum 
mechanics predicts coherent oscillations of probability between wells if the double- 
well potential is nearly symmetric and irreversible exponential decay if the final well 
has an infinite width. For very asymmetric doublewell potentials, these two extreme 
behaviors are expected to coexist. The purpose of the present paper is to investigate 
this coexistence and its evolution as a function of the width of (or density of states 
in> the second well. In this sense, increasing the density of states can be regarded 
as a mechanism for coherence breakdown. The dynamical evolution of the metastable 
state can be simulated by solving numerically the timedependent Schrodinger equation 
(TDSE). This approach is general, intuitive, and gives access to time scales and 
dynamical effects [1,2]. It also allows the inclusion of phenomenological dissipation [3]. 

2. FORMALISM 

In the absence of coupling (an infinite barrier) between two wells, a quantum 
mechanical system is characterized by two distinct sets of states {qq, EI} and 
(CpII,  E I I }  that otherwise (the bite barrier case) are mixed due to quantum tunneling. 
Assuming only two neighboring states (one of each set), AE = E: -E:I < BiI -E!, = 
D,  one can obtain to first order (Landau approximation) the corresponding two 
eigenstates of the coupled Hamiltonian. Their separation energy is given by [4,5] 

showing that tunneling always increases the energy gap, AE > AE. At resonance 
(AE = 0) it produces the well-known splitting: 

ti 
(A€>, = -J-- 
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where v = (d, IVwuplingl pi) is the tunneling matrix element. The first equality in 
Eq. (2) was obtained using semiclassical wave functions to estimate &, while the second 
was obtained through a comparison between the stationary semiclassical decay rate 
of a metastable state, XWKB = exp [-2 J' d w d z ] ,  and the Fermi 

The same approximation can be used to calculate the time evolution of the 
golden rule, X = T U  2a 2 pl r .  

tunneling probability 

which exhibits pure oscillations between wells with a half-period T m a  = 2. At 
resonance (AE = 0), p becomes 1 at FmE = ;Fi-//2v > 7 ~ / 2 ,  where TR = 2ticlr/D 
is the recurrence time, i.e., the classical period of a closed orbit in the second well. 
Amy from resonance only a fraction of the initial state can tunnel. This fraction has 
its minimum at antiresonance (AE = D) for which the oscillation period is TR/2 as 
expected. 

The eigenvalue problem of the Hamiltonian can be solved more generally by taking 
all the states into consideration. The result can be expressed analytically [6] if one 
considers an isolated resonance in the first well (i = T ) ,  a constant level spacing D in 
the second well and an average v independent of (Piir. The eigenfunctions take the form 

The corresponding eigenenergies are given by the equation 

showing that the level density increases near ET. This attains a maximum when Er 
equals one of the energies E!I of the second well (resonance) and Eq. (2) holds again. 

The probability amplitude to find the system in the initial state at a later time t ,  

can be related to the tunneling probability by 

if during decay, the wave function preserves its shape inside the first well. As 
demonstrated in Sec. 3, Eqs. (4) to (7) provide a simple, approximate way to calculate 
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quantum tunneling time-dependently. However, to apply this semi-analytical model to 
a physical situation, one has to know the average coupling v2 and the level spacing 
D, which is possible only if the system can be described semiclassically (E,. << barrier 
height). Otherwise one has to find the numerical solution +(z,t) of the TDSE and use 
the relation 

0 

to estimate the tunneling probability. This latter method is also useful in testing the 
approximations involved in Eqs. (4) to (7), and it will be employed in Sec. 4. 

From Eq. (4), if D > I?, only a few components $n contribute substantially to (p,.; 
in the limit D >> r, there could be only two states as in the Landau approximation. 
In the limit D << r, en can be treated as a continuous variable, and the probability 
amplitude becomes 

1 1  r , the strength function of the resonant state assumes Using P ( E )  = 73 + 2?r (+Er)2+(5)2' 

a Breit-Wigner (BW) form 

and A(t) =exp -+iE,. t/li . i-G ) 1 (9) 

Consequently, a metastable state having a BW strength over a continuous and unbound 
spectrum decays exponentially with the rate X = r/fi. 

Depending on the value of D, double-well potentials can therefore simulate 
extremely clif€erent situations ranging from pure (coherent) oscillations between wells 
[Eq. (3)J to irreversible exponential decay [Eq. (9)]. These two limits alone are 
representative of many physical phenomena, are simple to tackle, and have been 
extensively studied. It is surprising there is no quantitative study of the manner in 
which the transition from one limit to the other, i.e., decoherence, occurs. Moreover, 
there are exchange chemical reactions, characterized by double-well potentials, in which 
constant transition rates, 

were measured :4]. It was considered as an indication of a very large density of states in 
the final well. Studying the iduence of this density on the transition probability could 
therefore shed some light on this puzzling observation too. 
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3. SEMI-ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR A SCHEMATIC MODEL 

The behavior of p(t) and X(t) when D is small but finite (and somewhat comparable 
with I?) was investigated. A set of 101 levels EiI equdy spaced between 0 and 27r by 
D = 27r/100 was assumed. The eigenenergies e, of the total Hamiltonian, l3q. (5), 
were obtained numerically for I' = 0.001 (< D) and I' = 0.1 (> D). The approximate 
tunneling probabilities, Eq. (7), and the corresponding rates, Q. (lo), are plotted in 
Figs. 1 and 2. For the smaller value of r the results are very sensitive to the choice of 
Ef with respect to the unperturbed levels EiI (compare Figs. la and 2a), while for the 
larger value of I? (Fig. 2b) they are not. Although the overall picture is as expected from 
the discussion of the two limiting cases in Sec. 2, a closer look reveals interesting new 
aspects: (1) up to 7R = 100, p(t)  follows the exponentid law with = r irrespective 
of the d u e  of l? or E f ;  (2) for the smaller r - d u e ,  between TR and 2TR, the decay 
is still exponential but X N 3r at resonance (Fig. lb) and X = -I' at antiresonance; 
(3) the decay rate shows sudden jumps a h  at 2TR and 3 7 ~ ;  (4) for the larger r - d u e s  
the decrease in p(t)  after t = TR reaches a nonzero minimum at TR + AT, where AT is 
close to 2/r ,  the absolute value of the delay time [7]. 

Figure 1. Time dependence of the escape probability (a) and of the decay rate (b) at 
resonance for I' < D in the semi-analytical model. 

Figure 2. Time dependence of the escape probability at antiresonance for r < D (a) 
and at resonance for I' > D (b) in the semi-analytical model. 

In Sec. 2 we found the ratio r / D  to be a reliable parameter to classify the evolution 
pattern of p(t) .  The detailed analyses above suggests a more intuitive classification 
through the comparison of the tunneling times involved: X-l, TR, and Tmax. At 
resonance, they are related by 
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Remembering that 7-13 is the time required to travel from the barrier to the outer wall 
of the second well, be reflected, and return to the barrier, irreversible e x p o u a l  decay 
occurs when TR >> A-1 because in this * w e  TR is long e~OUgh to dm a com@ete decay. 
This condition can be stated also as VTR >> ti or I’ >> D/Zx where D = h11. On the 
contrary, pure (coherent) oscillation occurs when TR << X”l. Between these two limits, 
both patterns can occur during the same decay as seen in Fig. la 

4. NUMEECICAL SOLUTIONS OF THE TDSE 

In this section the dimensionless TDSE, [-5 1 p 6 + V(z)] +(z,t) = iw, will 

be solved numerically for an asymmetric doublewell potential of polynom.id type [8]: 

L(x + 3 ) 2 ( ~  - 2 ) ( ~  - 6) I 
V(x)  = { -!g 

This choice of potential (see Fig. 3) is particularly appropriate to our probfan since the 
effect of the density of states in the second well on the time evolution can be simply 
investigated by varying the value of the parameter d that defines the width of that well. 
The metastable minimum is V’ = 0 at XI = -3, the top of the barrier is B = 0.83 at 
XB = 0, and the bottom of the stable well is VI’ = -1.62 at 9/2 5 211 5 9/2 + d. 
Calculations were performed for two very large values of d = 102.16 (resonant) and 
d = 101.37 (antiresonant. i.e., halfway between two consecutive resonant d u e s ) .  The 
resonant values of d (for FFhich p(Tmax) = 1) are 0.4, 1.97, 3.54, . . . , 100.59, 102.16, . . . . 

-5 0 5 10 15 
X 

Figure 3. Variable nidth doublewell potential and initial wave functions used in the 
numerical calculations. 

As initial wave functions $(z,O), one should in principle take the %enstates of 
the decoupled metastable n-ell. Since there is no clear prescription of hon- ‘to decouple 
the two wells (i.e.. to build an infinite wall between them): one should zry different 
methods until the strengih function of each metastable state over the states of the total 
Hamiltonian has a single peak distribution. We have chosen in this =-a>- two initial 
states: $o(z) with (€0)  = 0.385 < B and $I(z) with (El )  = 0.983 > B. Ir turned out 
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that the distribution of their strength function is very close to BW. This was unexpected 
for this $0 for which I'(= 0.0013) is smaller than D(- 0.06). 

The TDSE was solved by the iterated leapfiog method [9] using dt = 0.004 and 
a spatial grid [-lo, 1101 divided in 1200 points. Every 100 time steps the escape 
probability and the decay rate were calculated fiom Eqs. (8) and (10). The resulting 
A ( t )  for d = 102.16 with $0 and as initial wave functions are represented in Figs. 4a 
and 5a. As compared with the semi-analytical approximation (Fig. lb), Fig. 4a contains 
additional effects such as the appearance of a transient time (w = 9) and of quantum 
fluctuations around the stationary value. Since these stationary rates are more difEcult 
to obtain fiom the graph, the histogram of the X-values (Fig. 4b) was used to get average 
values and errors. The most frequent value is located at XTD = 1.38 x close to 
XWKB = 1.27 x loe3 or to the value obtained from the fit of the strength function 
rBW = 1.31 x A second well-defined peak appears at X N 3XTD. The time 
evolution of shows that at the end of the transient period (TT = 8), p is already 0.68. 
Thus only the last third of events may decay exponentially. The peak in the histogram 
(Fig. 5b) at XTD = 0.16 (close to rBW = 0.14) should correspond to them. 

Figure 4. TDSE calculation of the decay rate (b) and the histogram of the values 
calculated until t = 300 for the lowest metastable state $0 and a large resonant value 
of d. p ( t )  is not shown as it looks very similar to Fig. la. 

Figure 5. Same as in Fig. 4 but for the h t  excited state $1. The histogram includes 
X values up to t = 100. p ( t )  looks similar with Fig. 2b. 

Finally, the antiresonant case is represented in Fig. 6. p ( t )  is not plotted as it very 
similar with the one in Fig. 2a, Le., it has a saw-tooth shape with almost constant rates 
between consecutive integer values of r R  (Fig. 6a). The most probable values in Fig. 6b 
correspond to the two alternating stationary values of ~ X W K B .  Further calculations for 
d-values between 101.37 and 102.16 show that the transition towards resonance occurs 
through changes in the slope of these segments until they best reproduce a coherent 
oscillation. E.g., the slope of the second segment evolves from - X ~ ~ K B  to ~XWKB. 
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Figure 6. Same as in Fig. 4 but for an antiresonant value of d. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The decay of metastable states in very asymmetric doublewell potentials was 
calculated both semi-analytically and by solving numerically the TDSE. As initial wave 
functions, eigenstates of the properly decoupled first well were chosen. With semi- 
classical tunneling matrix elements, the first method (approximate) gives results in 
good agreement with the ones obtained by the second method (exact to the numerical 
accuracy), the only features that the approximate method cannot account for being the 
transient time and the quantum fluctuations of X ( t ) .  The time evolution of the escape 
probability p( t )  was studied in detail. It was possible to show how by increasing the 
asymmetry, the transition from coherent oscillations (I? >> 0) to irreversible exponential 
decay (I' >> D) occurs. Although, in the resonant case, d = 102.16, the general behavior 
is oscillatory, pure exponential decays appear with increasing rates during successive 
integer multiples of the recurrence time TR. Up to TR the decay rate is close to X W K B .  
An interesting multiplication of this rate by a factor slightly larger than 3 was noticed 
for t between 7-R and 27R, independent on the potentid. F indy  the antiresonant case 
d = 101.37 was calculated. There the maximum of p(t)  is attained at TR, and exponential 
decays characterized by XWKB and -XWKB alternate in time. 
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